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Sustainability

Why rising sea levels pose a severe risk to investors

Global warming makes sea levels rise. Flooding increasingly impacts coastal countries, but
also companies and, therefore, investors. It is high time to take action.

Global warming causes rising sea levels worldwide.
This development poses a risk for businesses.
Investors should bear this risk in mind.

3 minutes to read

Shanghai submerged, New York ooded, Hamburg and parts of northern Germany under water – a
scenario that certainly is possible in the not too distant future. Global warming is causing sea levels to rise.
In the year 2100, they might be two metres higher than today.[1] Not only that: According to scienti c
forecasts, storm ooding and other extreme weather conditions are to occur considerably more frequently
in the future.[2] What does this mean for investors?

How many people do you think will be exposed to the danger
of rivers ooding in the year 2030?
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24 millions
44 millions
54 millions

Source: http://www.infrastructure-intelligence.com/article/apr2015/climate-change-and-urbanisation-drive-huge-global-increase-riverood-exposure
<http://www.infrastructure-intelligence.com/article/apr-2015/climatechange-and-urbanisation-drive-huge-global-increase-river- ood-exposure>

Enormous economic risks due to storms and ooding

50 %

Storms, ooding and similar disasters already lead to economic losses to the
tune of 250 to 300 billion US dollars today – every single year.[3]<javascript:;> The
UN estimates medium-term climate risks to the world’s biggest companies at

share of total costs of ooding

unted for by power failures and
transport disruptions.

well over one trillion dollars – businesses with a total market capitalisation of
about 17 trillion dollars.[4]<javascript:;> Organisations like Apple, Microsoft and
Samsung belong in this category. Above all, the networking of supply chains is
making the consequences of this trend felt worldwide. This is shown in Taiwan
and Thailand, for example, home to numerous automotive component suppliers
and producers of semi-conductors who export their goods to Japan, Europe and
to the U.S. Nowadays, these tech modules are built into almost every modern
device, ranging from mobile phones to kitchen appliances like food processors.
In 2011, heavy ooding in Thailand resulted in 800 businesses being submerged,
causing production to grind to a halt.[5]<javascript:;> Japan’s automotive industry
was likewise impacted, registering an export shortfall of over 24 percent in
December 2011.[6]<javascript:;>

The three hazards
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This means that environmental hazards in combination with climate change are genuine risks to
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companies. And they also impact rms that appear to be safe at rst glance.[7]<javascript:;> Germany’s exportto
driven economy, for instance, is networked across the globe. Entrepreneurs should therefore take action
the writes the business consultancy rm McKinsey with unusual bluntness.[8]<javascript:;>
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disasters?

How DWS takes account of environmental risks in its investment strategies

ESG Engine

The
Professional
investors have already included the need to deal with environmental risks in their investment
chart
strategies for some time in order to ensure the security of their investments. To make this succeed, they
has
1use a sustainable analysis approach.
X
DWS,
axis for instance, has already been using a special computer program for this analysis. The ESG engine
analyses businesses at various stages to establish how sustainably they operate. In this context, ESG[9]
displaying
<javascript:;>
categories.stands for the three most important aspects of sustainability: Environment, Society and good
Corporate Governance. In a rst stage, the engine lters out those companies from the investment
Range:
universe
that violate ESG criteria. In addition, the program tests the relevant businesses for their
4
compliance with international standards and performs a ranking of the rms analysed. Since 2019, the
categories.
engine has even assessed how well companies are preparing for a world without CO2 emissions. In other
The
words, climate risks are also analysed by the engine. The ndings of the testing process are accessible to
chart
every fund manager at DWS. In this way, not only can the nance experts avoid those stragglers that are
has
1subject to climate risks; they can also select those in a targeted manner that successfully tackle the risks in
question.[10]<javascript:;>
Y

ESG Engine
Those who invest according to ESG
criteria have to take several factors
into account when choosing suitable
investments. The ESG Engine can
provide a solution.

axis

DWS joins initiative for a more climate resilient economy
displaying
values.
The extent to which sustainability has meanwhile arrived in nancial investing is also re ected in the
Range:
establishment of the “Coalition for Climate Resilient Investment” (CRRI), which over 30 nance companies
0
have meanwhile joined, including DWS. Their declared aim is to achieve a more climate resilient global
to
economy. This approach aims at protecting both investors and coastal cities.
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Contact

Find the business and country speci c DWS website
that is suitable for your needs.
<https://dws.com/service/Contact/>
DWS on Social Media
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